Abstract This paper presents a semantic framework for data abstraction and refinement for verifying safety properties of open programs with integer types. The presentation is focused on an Algol-like programming language that incorporates data abstraction in its type system. We use a fully abstract game semantics in the style of Hyland and Ong and a more intensional version of the model that tracks nondeterminism introduced by abstraction in order to detect false counterexamples. These theoretical developments are incorporated in a new model-checking tool, Mage, which implements efficiently the data-abstraction refinement procedure using symbolic and on-the-fly techniques.
i.e. terms with function-identifiers. The model of function identifiers is language-dependent and it encapsulates the most general behaviour that can be exhibited at that type. Consider for example a procedural (call-by-name) programming language that has a base type of commands, com. The basic actions (moves) for commands are running (run) the command and observing its termination (done).
A procedure proc : com → com can perform the following basic actions (moves): running (or calling) the procedure (run p ), observing the termination of the procedure (done p ), running (or calling) the argument (run a ) and observing the termination of the argument (done a ). The behaviour of the function, i.e. the possible sequences of actions of the kind described above, is determined by the language we are modelling, for example, Sequential. If the programming language is sequential then the only way a procedure can use its argument is by calling it zero, one or more times. The behaviour of the procedure in this language, as a set of possible traces, is then representable by the regular expression: run p · (run a · done a ) * · done p [13] . Concurrent. If the programming language is concurrent, then the procedure can use its argument by calling it an arbitrary number of times in interleaved fashion. The set of possible traces of a procedure in this language will be representable by the expression run p · (run a · done a ) · done p , where − is the iterated closure of the shuffle operation [16] . Control. If the language has control operators that allow a command to abort execution then the set of traces is run p · (run a · done a + run a ) * · done p [22] . The behavioural models constructed using game semantics are sound, i.e. if two programs behave differently in some context then their game models will be different, and complete, i.e. the behaviours constructed using gamesemantic models correspond to actual terms in the programming languages. Such models are called fully abstract and are the most precise models we can use for a programming language.
Abstraction refinement has proved to be one of the most effective methods of automatic verification of systems with very large state spaces, especially software systems. Current state-of-the art tools implementing abstraction refinement algorithms (e.g. [4, 18] ) combine model checking and theorem proving: model checking is used to verify whether an abstracted program satisfies a property, while theorem proving is used to refine the abstraction using the counterexamples discovered by model checking. Since abstractions are conservative, the safety of any abstracted program implies the safety of the concrete program. The converse is not true, and, for basic computability reasons, the refinement process This paper introduces a purely semantic approach to (data) abstraction refinement, based on game semantics [7] . In order to keep the presentation focused, the main vehicle of our development is Idealized Algol (IA) [25] , an expressive programming language combining imperative features, locallyscoped variables and (call-by-name) procedures.
The verification procedure for open programs of secondorder recursion-free IA is illustrated in Fig. 1 . It checks whether a program fragment is unsafe, i.e. it may execute some designated unsafe actions. Using the verification procedure we can perform any code-level safety checks for errors such as buffer overruns or assertion violations.
The procedure starts by transforming the concrete (input) program into the most abstract version of it, where all integers are abstracted to singleton sets. Then the game-semantic model of the abstracted program is extracted. Since our abstractions are safe, any abstracted program is an overapproximation of the concrete program, and so, if no designated unsafe action is reachable, the procedure terminates with answer SAFE. Otherwise, the counterexamples, i.e. traces to unsafe actions, are analysed and classified as either genuine, which correspond to execution traces in the concrete program, or (potentially) spurious, which can be introduced due to abstraction. If genuine counterexamples exist, the program is deemed UNSAFE; otherwise, the spurious counterexamples are used to refine the abstractions. The procedure is then repeated on the refined abstracted program. The abstraction refinement procedure is a semi-algorithm: it terminates and reports a genuine counterexample for unsafe programs, but it may diverge for safe programs if the integer type is taken to be infinite. For finite but large integer types the abstraction-refinement cycle can be seen as a heuristic meant to avoid the construction of unnecessarily large models.
Example. We illustrate the technique with a simple example which will show the operations of the abstractionrefinement cycle and make clear the role of fully abstract models in the verification of open terms. Consider this term, with procedure identifiers f and c: newint x := 0 in let p be x++; c; x−−; assert(x = 0) in
The verification question is, can the assertion fail-does the special action associated to a failing assertion occur in any computation? The answer is language-dependent, for example, Sequential. If f and c can only exhibit sequential behaviours, then the term is safe. On each call to its argument, x will be incremented then decremented, always being 0 for the assertion. Concurrent. If f can start evaluating concurrently two threads of p, then it is possible that the first thread increments to 1 then waits, so the second thread increments to 2, then decrements to 1. In this case the assertion in the second thread may fail. Control. If c can abort execution, then the first call to p may just increment x to 1, so that a second call to p may cause the assertion to fail. The safety of the program is contingent on the behaviours of procedure identifiers f and c, which are languagedependent. Game semantics is a trace-like semantics that assigns such meanings to procedure identifiers so that open terms can be modelled correctly.
Suppose that we are in the sequential setting and we want to prove the safety of the program using data abstraction refinement. A data abstraction is any finite partition of the set of integers. We can start by using one partition equal to Z, the coarsest abstraction. Let us call this unique abstract value * , and it satisfies the following properties: * + 1 = * * − 1 = * * = 0 ∈ {true, false}.
Because of the non-deterministic evaluation it is possible to have a sequence of actions leading to a failed assertion. However, we can detect the fact that this trace was made possible only by the non-deterministic evaluation of the assertion test, due to over-abstraction.
We must use a more precise abstraction, for example consisting of partitions N = {n < 0}, 0 = {0}, 1 = {1}, P = {n > 1}. In this case, using interval-style arithmetic we can trace precisely the values of x so that x = 0 is evaluated precisely to true.
Using a precise, i.e. fully abstract, model is important in the refinement process because it allows the identification of spurious error traces. If the model of the language itself was imprecise it would be impossible to tell whether error traces are genuine, caused by approximation errors or caused by an imprecise model.
Contributions.
Several features of game semantics make it very promising for software verification:
Modularity. To our knowledge, examples such as the one described above, cannot be generally handled by known inter-procedural abstraction-refinement techniques. [5] cogently advocates a need for such techniques, and we believe that we are meeting the challenge, although our approach is technically different. Completeness and correctness. A concrete representation of a fully abstract (sound and complete) semantic model is guaranteed to be accurate and is set on a firm theoretical foundation. Compositionality. The semantic model is denotational, i.e. defined recursively on the syntax; therefore, the model of a larger program is constructed from the models of its constituting subprograms. This entails an ability to model program fragments, containing non-locally defined procedures as in the example above. This feature is the key for achieving scalability, i.e. the possibility to break up a larger program into smaller subprograms, which can be modelled and verified independently. Simplicity. The semantics-directed construction of an abstracted model is conceptually simpler than a syntactic abstraction. It requires no static analysis of the target program. Each construct of the language is abstracted separately and the abstracted program model is derived compositionally. Flexibility. Each occurrence of each programming language construct is abstracted separately, which means that in the abstract syntax tree some branches can use different abstraction schemes than others. This level of flexibility virtually removes the need for other syntax-based heuristics such as slicing because branches of the syntax tree that could be removed by slicing will have a very small model anyway. This comes for free from the counterexample analysis. Implementation. In this paper we also describe Mage [3] , a tool which implements efficiently the abstraction refinement procedure above, using symbolic representations and on-the-fly modelling. 1 If the programming language is restricted to recursionfree first-order procedures, (more precisely, we restrict types to T ::= B | B → T ) and finite data-types, then the Abramsky-McCusker fully abstract game model for this language [2] has a regular-language representation [12] . Here, we adopt a slightly different but equivalent presentation [1] because it is more uniform and more compact.
IA and its game model
The syntax of IA is given using typing judgements of the form M : T where is a type assignment of the form x 0 : T 0 , . . . , x k : T k . The main rule for term formation is that of function application:
It will actually be convenient to break-up this rule into two finer-grained rules, linear function application and contraction:
The linear application rule prohibits sharing of identifiers between a function and its argument, but different identifiers can be given the same name if so desired via an explicit contraction. These two rules taken together are just as expressive as conventional function application, but their presence simplifies the presentation of the semantics. A final structural rule allows the swapping of identifiers in :
,
The rule (axiom) for free identifiers is Finally, we give local variable binding via a special rule:
We sometimes use initialised variables newD x := k in M as syntactic sugar for newD x in x := k; M. A program can be presented either in the "functional" form or in the more traditional form, as is convenient depending on context. For example,
is just syntactic sugar for seq(asg x 0)(asg x(add(der x)1)).
A final point on notation. For simplicity we will sometimes write types
Extended regular expressions. Terms are interpreted by languages over alphabets of moves A. The languages, denoted by L(R), are specified using regular expressions R extended with intersection and images under homomorphism. The standard regular expression operators consist of the empty language ∅, the empty sequence , concatenation R · S, union R + S, Kleene star R * , intersection R ∩ S and the elements of the alphabet taken as sequences of unit length.
The languages denoted by these extended regular expressions will be taken to be the prefix-closure of the regular language conventionally denoted by regular expressions:
By L max (R), we denote the set of maximal words in a language, i.e. those words that are not a proper prefix of any other word in the language. It can be easily shown that all the operations above produce prefix-closed languages if applied to languages that already have this property. We also use the additional constructs of direct φ(R) and inverse image φ −1 (R) under homomorphism φ:
Any extended regular expression over finite alphabets constructed from the operations described above denotes a regular language, which can be recognised by a finite automaton which can be effectively constructed from the regular expression [21] . Inverse image under homomrophism preserves prefix-closure while direct image preserves prefix-closure if it maps any symbol in another symbol or . In our subsequent definition we only use such homomorphisms. We will often use the disjoint union of two alphabets to create a larger alphabet: A 1 +A 2 . The disjoint union gives rise to the canonical homomorphisms:
The homomorphisms have to be such that
If φ : A → B * and ψ : C → D * are homomorphisms, then we define their sum φ + ψ :
Definition 1 (Composition) If R is a regular expression over alphabet A + B and S a regular expression over alphabet B + C, then we define the composition R • S as the regular expression
over alphabet A + C, with homomorphisms
It is a simple exercise to show that regular language composition also preserves prefix closure of languages.
Alphabets. We interpret each type T by a language over an alphabet A T , containing the moves from the game model. For basic types B the basic type alphabets are
where D is a data-type. Alphabets of function types are defined by A B → T = A B + A T .
The alphabet of moves indicates all observable actions at that type. For example, for commands A com the possible observations are run, running the command, and done, termination. For expressions A expD , the observations are evaluating the expression q and the expression producing a value n ∈ D. For assignable variables we have actions for writing to the variable, write(n), n ∈ D, acknowledged by ok, and reading from the variable read a value n ∈ D. For function types, e.g. com → com, the alphabet will consist of moves associated with running inr(run) and terminating inr(done) the function body and, respectively, its argument inl(run), inl(done).
Semantics. We will give semantic evaluation rules for terms in β-normal forms. If a term has β-redexes (i.e. calls to defined functions) we simply reduce them syntactically by substitution (i.e. "inlining"). This is in order to streamline the presentation and focus on the verification of open terms, where application is only to procedure-identifiers.
The most distinctive feature of game semantics is giving a concrete interpretation to free identifiers. This interpretation is captured by the idea of legal play which captures all legal behaviours at all types. The set of legal plays for each type P T can be given as a regular expression over its alphabet A T .
This extends to function types as follows: 
The meaning of a sequential procedure of type com → com used as an example in the Introduction uses this definition, where concretely inl x = x p and inr x = x a .
These regular expressions denote behaviour that depends on the syntax of the language fragment both in terms of constructors and in terms of functional order. At second-order [24] and above [19] , or in concurrent settings [15] , legal plays become more complicated and cannot be defined using regular expressions only.
A legal set of plays P over alphabet A gives rise to a socalled copy-cat behaviour K over alphabet A + A in which each symbol in each word in P is replaced by sequences inr(m)inl(m) and inl(m)inr(m) in alternating fashion [10] so that, for example:
and so on. Copy-cat behaviours play an important role in game semantics in the representation of structural constructions such as identity and projection. The name of the behaviour is apt because it consists of simply replicating actions with two distinct tags.
We interpret terms using an evaluation function − mapping a (beta-normal) term M : T into a regular language over alphabet x i :T i ∈ A T i + A T . The evaluation function is defined by recursion on the syntax.
Identifiers.
Identifiers are interpreted by a copy-cat behaviour at that type:
where inr is an injection and α the associativity isomorphism (necessary to properly realign the tags):
Linear application.
where α i are the following isomorphisms formed by compositions of associativity and commutativity (necessary to realign the tags properly):
Regular language composition − • − is defined as before, so the synchronisation (intersection) must act on the alphabet associated with type B of function F's argument. Contraction.
where id is the identity on A +A T . The homomorphism δ : A T + A T → A T de-tags the two occurrences of alphabet A T :
therefore identifying actions associated with x and y. Note that this interpretation is specific to ground and first-order types. In higher-order types this interpretation of contraction by un-tagging will result in ambiguities.
Commutativity. For the sake of completeness, we also need a rule for swapping the order of two identifiers:
where
is the obvious isomorphism. Block Variables. We can represent the read-write causal behaviour in a variable by the following regular expression:
Intuitively, this regular expression describes the sequential behaviour of a memory cell: if a value n is written, then the same value is read back until the next write, and so on. Then,
Constants.
To simplify the definition of languages for the interpretation of constants we use particular injections, tagging each type occurrence with its index in the typing judgement of the constant.
The interpretation of constants is while : expbool, com → com
The operator op ranges over the usual arithmetic-logic operators, and op is its standard interpretation. Note that branching and sequential composition can be defined for arbitrary expressions as well as for commands. It is convenient to use in examples a non-terminating command div def = while true skip:
The semantics given in this section is fully abstract (in the precise sense defined in the Introduction) for the programming language fragment presented if the regular-language semantics is quotiented by the set of its so-called complete plays [2, 13] . The technical definition requires some other notions that, for the sake of simplicity, we omitted in this presentation but the intuition is simple: a complete play is a play corresponding to a terminating computation. For example, div : com complete = ∅.
Theorem 1 Two terms M, N are observationally equivalent M ≡ T N if and only if their sets of complete plays are
This property means that the denotational semantics coincides in some technical sense with the operational definition of the language. We have already explained in the definition why this is an essential property in modelling and verifying open terms, especially in the context of abstraction refinement. The technical details, including the definition of operational observation equivalence are beyond the scope of this paper, so the interested reader is referred to the existing literature [2, 13] . Given an alphabet E of selected actions considered unsafe, a term is said to be safe if it does not contain any such action in its denotation. The rest of the actions in the semantics of a term are said to be safe.
Observation. The reason for using the unquotiented prefix-closed model rather than the complete-play model which is used in other papers (e.g. [1] ) is to avoid the situation where non-termination hides unsafe behaviour. For example abort : com abort; div = run run abort done abort but abort : com abort; div complete = ∅.
The more intensional, prefix-closed set of plays is not A abort -safe but the more extensional maximal-play semantics is, because the unsafe symbols do not appear in any terminating computations. This distinction, akin to the difference between total and partial correctness, is perhaps not very important, but we feel that for practical purposes it is preferable to be able to check for illegal actions even if they occur in non-terminating program runs.
A simple example
This simple example illustrates the way the game-based model works. It is a toy abstract data type (ADT): a switch that can be flicked on, with the following implementation:
The local definitions of set, get are given only for clarity and they can be inlined before the semantic model is constructed.
The code consists of local integer variable v, storing the state of the switch, together with functions set, to flick the switch on, and get, to get the state of the switch. The initial state of the switch is off. The non-local, undefined, identifier client is declared at the left of the turnstile . It takes a command and an expression-returning functions as arguments. It represents, intuitively, "the most general context" in which this ADT can be used.
A key observation about the model is that the internal state of the program is abstracted away, and only the observable actions, of the nonlocal entity client, are represented, insofar as they contribute to terminating computations (Fig. 2) .
Notice that no references to v, set, or get appear in the model. The model is only that of the possible behaviours of the client: whenever the client is executed, if it evaluates its second argument (get the state of the switch) it will receive the value 0 as a result; if it evaluates the first argument (set the switch on), one or more times, then the second argument (get the state of the switch) will always evaluate to 1. The model does not, however, assume that client uses its arguments, or how many times or in what order. 
Data abstraction
Although the semantics given above can be represented, for finite data types, as a finite state system, in practice the large size of the data types makes a concrete encoding impractical. However, because the semantics is parametrised by the choice of data types D, support for abstract data types is immediate. In this way, we can easily obtain approximate representations not only for large data types but also for infinite ones.
Suppose that the data type D is a finite partition of the set of integers (either the infinite set of integers or a large finite subset) given by
The only semantic rules in which data abstraction plays a role at all are those for operators:
where now the interpretation op of the operator op must be generalised to operate over partitions of the set of integers. These interpretation can be obtained in a standard way using well-established techniques from abstract interpretation [6] . For example, the addition operator for the data abstraction D in Eq. 1 is, concretely
Note the introduction of nondeterminism in addition over abstracted integers: (<0) + (>0) can yield as values any of (<0), 0, (>0). Also note that there is no need to use the same data abstraction everywhere in a program, or even everywhere in the types of an operator. The arguments of any operator can be independently abstracted, as can be the return type.
Finally, if we allow unrestricted use of multiple abstractions in a program we must have a way to "glue" together terms of non-matching abstractions, using approximating copy-cat-like behaviours defined by the following regular expressions:
A similar approximated copy-cat can be defined for var D.
Since abstract data types consist of sets of concrete values, the approximating copy-cat matches any abstract value in D with all abstract values in D such that there is an overlap between them. Note that this also allows the use of concrete values in abstracted operators, e.g. using the data abstraction D in Eq. 1 we have
This allows, for example, having "increment by one" in an abstract domain of integers. Using the same D, directly from the definitions we get
The copy-cat-like approximations can be introduced automatically whenever the data type of an argument and its function do not match.
We shall often use the following abstract data types:
We also write abstracted operators as
Interaction game semantics
Let us define an alternative, more intensional, semantics, where moves which interact are not hidden. Consider composing R : A + B and S : B + C to obtain R • S : A + B + C in a way that is similar to − • −, except for not removing moves in B:
(S).
We call a model constructed using this composition rule rather than − • − an interaction semantics, and its building blocks interaction plays and interaction strategies; we denote the interaction semantics by M : T . It will be a regular expression over a larger alphabet, determined not just by the type signature of M but by its syntactic structure as well; it will be the disjoint union of all alphabets of all subterms of M. The conventional semantics M : T can be immediately retrieved from the interaction semantics:
where out : A M → A + A T is the homomorphism that deletes all symbols from the alphabet of M which are not in A or A T . Unlike standard plays, interaction plays exhibit their "internal" moves, which do not interact in subsequent compositions, but which record all intermediate steps taken during the computation.
Example 1 Consider the interaction strategy of this term: We use tags on internal moves to indicate the coordinates of the sub-term that corresponds to each move. For instance, q 21 is the question to the sub-term !x, which is the 1st immediate sub-term of !x + 1, which in turn is the 2nd immediate subterm of x := !x + 1. The flow of data in this interaction play The interaction semantics, rather than the standard semantics, will be used for the purpose of abstraction refinement. The reason is that, given a standard play of an abstracted term, it does not in general contain sufficient information to decide that it can be produced by the concrete version of the term, i.e. that if it is an error then it is a genuine counterexample. In state-based abstraction refinement an abstract counterexample to a safety property is guaranteed to be genuine if the computation was deterministic (or, at least, the nondeterminism was not caused by over-abstraction). In standard game semantics, however, all internal steps within a computation are hidden. This results in standard models of abstracted terms in general not containing all information about sources of their nondeterminism. However, the trace that contains the supposedly undesired action run abort indicating an error is spurious, and the abstraction of x needs to be refined. However, internal moves which point to this abstraction as the source of nondeterminism have been hidden.
Conservativity of abstraction
For safety, we want to show that an abstracted term is a conservative over-approximation of the concrete term, i.e. if the abstracted term is safe then the concrete term is also safe.
For We note that abstracted terms may contain non-deterministic branching, because the outcome of integer conversions and arithmetic-logic operations might not be a unique value. As interaction plays contain internal moves, we can distinguish those whose underlying computation did not pass through any non-deterministic branching that is due to abstraction. 
Definition 4 (a) Given integer abstractions
T is deterministic if each conversion of an abstracted integer value in u is deterministic, and each application of an arithmeticlogic operator in u is deterministic.
We say that a term M : T refines a term M : T if they have the same abstract syntax tree, each abstraction in M : T refines the corresponding abstraction in M : T and each abstracted operation in M : T is safely approximated by the corresponding operation in M : T . To make the syntax tree match we may assume the presence of approximating copy-cats K even when the abstraction of a function matches that of an argument so they are not strictly required.
For any play t of M : T , t denotes the image play of M : T obtained by replacing each abstracted integer c in t by its partition c (such that c ⊆ c) in the corresponding abstraction in M : T .
Theorem 2 Suppose M : T refines M : T . (i) For any t ∈ M : T , we have t ∈ M : T . The same is true for the − semantics.
(ii) For any deterministic u ∈ M : T , there exists t ∈ M : T such that u = t.
Proof By induction on the typing rules of AIA. We only consider the most interesting cases which involve integer abstractions. Proofs for other cases are similar. We prove (i) for the − semantics since the proof for the − semantics follows from the former. Consider the case of any constant v. We have that
Consider the case of any arithmetic-logic operator op. 
From the induction hypothesis, there exist partitions d of type D and e of type E such that
q · s 1 · d ∈ M : expD , q · s 2 · e ∈ N : expE , and d ⊆ d, e ⊆ e.
From the safety of op D,E,F , there exists f of type
, and 
Note that this can be strengthened to apply to interaction plays which are deterministic with respect to the abstractions in M : T . The latter notion allows non-deterministic conversions of, and operator applications to, abstracted values which are not split by the corresponding abstractions in M : T . The following consequence of Theorem 2 and the correspondence between standard and interaction game semantics (Eq. 2) will justify the correctness of the abstraction refinement procedure. 
Corollary 1 Suppose M : T refines M : T . (i) If M : T is safe, then M : T is safe. (ii) If M : T has a deterministic unsafe interaction play, then M : T is unsafe.

Abstraction refinement
Example 4 Consider the term
The strategy for this term represented as a finite automaton is shown in Fig. 4 . The model illustrates only the possible behaviours of this term: if the non-local procedure f calls its first argument, two or more times, and afterwards its second argument, then the term is abort-unsafe; otherwise the term terminates successfully. The model does not assume that f uses its arguments, or how many times or in what order. Notice that no references to the variable x appear in the model because it is locally defined and so not visible from the outside of the term. 
This ordering has the property that c ≺ c whenever c ⊂ c. For two moves (possibly tagged with sub-term coordinates) r and r which are equal except for containing different abstracted integer values c and c , let r ≺ r if c ≺ c . Now, we extend this ordering to a computable linear ordering on all moves (in an arbitrary but fixed way), and denote it by ≺. Let ≺ also denote the linear orderings on plays obtained by lifting the linear ordering on moves lexicographically.
Let (n, c) (n , c ) be any computable linear ordering between pairs of non-negative integers and abstracted integer values which is obtained by extending the partial ordering defined by n ≤ n and c c , and which admits no infinite strictly decreasing sequences, and no infinite strictly increasing sequences bounded above. An example of such an ordering is given in Fig. 5 . The arrows show how the ordering increases. So, we have that (3, Z) (2, <0), but (1, <0) (3, Z) . For any play u, let |u| denote its length, and max(u) denote the ≺-maximal abstracted integer value in u (or Z if there is no such value). Let u u mean (|u|, max(u)) (|u |, max(u )). Now, let be the linear ordering between plays such that u u if and only if either u u , or |u| = |u |, max(u) = max(u ) and u u .
Lemma 1 In the linear order of all plays with respect to (i) there is no infinite strictly decreasing sequence; (ii) there is no infinite strictly increasing sequence which is bounded above.
Proof This is due to the following two facts. First, the ordering between pairs of non-negative integers and abstracted integer values has the properties (i) and (ii). Second, for any such pair (n, c), there are only finitely many plays u such that |u| = n and max(u) = c.
The abstraction refinement procedure (ARP) is given in Fig. 6 . Note that, in Step 1, the initial abstractions can be chosen arbitrarily; and in Step 4, arbitrary abstractions can be refined in arbitrary ways, as long as that splits at least one abstracted value in u. These do not affect correctness and semi-termination, but they allow experimentation with different heuristics in concrete implementations. 
Theorem 3 ARP is well defined and effective. If it terminates with SAFE (UNSAFE, respectively), then M : T is safe (unsafe, respectively).
Proof For well-defined-ness, Lemma 1 (i) ensures that the -minimal unsafe interaction play u accepted by A i M i : T i always exists. Since the condition in Step 2 was not satisfied, u is not deterministic. Therefore, u cannot contain only singleton abstracted values, so there is at least one abstracted value in u which can be split. Effectiveness follows from the fact that it suffices to consider cycle-free plays in Step 4, and from computability of .
If ARP terminates with SAFE (UNSAFE, respectively), then M : T is safe (unsafe, respectively) by Corollary 1.
Theorem 4 If M : T is unsafe then ARP will terminate with UNSAFE.
Proof By the correspondence in Eq. 2, there exists an unsafe interaction play t ∈ M : T . For each i, let U i be the set of all unsafe u ∈ i M i : T i , and let u † i be the -minimal element of U i . It follows by Theorem 2 that, for any u ∈ i+1 M i+1 :
By Lemma 1 (ii), ARP must terminate for M : T .
ARP may diverge for safe terms. This is generally the case with abstraction refinement methods since the underlying problem is undecidable. A simple example is the term e : expint, abort : com
This term is safe, but any finitely abstracted term (antirefinement) of it is unsafe. 
Implementation
We have developed a series of game-based verification tools. Originally, we developed a direct implementation of the CEGAR procedure outlined in Fig. 7 , leading to a tool called GameChecker. However, this suffered some severe inefficiencies.
In this section, we explain in several stages how our approach can be reformulated to achieve much more competitive efficiency while retaining the novelty of compositionality. We present the key techniques we use to gain time efficiency (Sect. 5.1), space efficiency (Sect. 5.2), and iteration-count efficiency (Sect. 5.3). These techniques are combined in our newer tool called Mage. A larger case study and tool comparison is presented in Sect. 5.4.
Symbolic game automata
Game models are built by constructing the transition relation of an automaton, with transitions labelled by game moves, as suggested by Fig. 4 . For constants the automata can be defined directly. For composite terms (applications) the automaton is derived from the sub-automata. For binders like λ, the game model is a re-tagging so the automaton is a relabelling of the body automaton.
Naive implementation of this plan can easily result in asymptotic inefficiency. First, let us explain the problem by giving two simple but bad implementation techniques for composite automata. Let ∈ State ::= n | ( 1 , 2 ) . Let Move be the set M A of moves in the alphabet of the type of the term under analysis.
Composition by transition matching
The game automaton of term M N can be built by , 4 ) , m) if m is interaction (recall that our type system ensures that the move alphabets are equal at composition points).
The problem with this is that the entire behaviour of M N is constructed out of a representation of the entire behaviour of M and the entire behaviour of N . This gets terribly inefficient as refinements grow the data abstractions. Typically, only a few of the behaviours of M are enabled by N -consider (λx.x + 1)k for a trivial example where the composite model remains constant size however large the abstraction for x and the model of the function. Similarly, M often uses only a few of the behaviours of N as in
Moreover, the transitions of N should not even be considered until M makes an interaction move, and after that transitions of M should not be considered until N makes an interaction move.
Composition by transition testing
The recording. This is the idea of symbolic automata: to encode the transitions as functions rather than as a graph.
Efficient symbolic composition
By combining the better aspects of the above approaches, we derive a definition of symbolic game automata that avoids all the inefficiency problems. It works by adding a controlling direction to every composite state: 1 2 (function-term in control) or 1 2 (argument-term in control). Possible next-states are found by asking the controlling subautomaton for all its next transitions and asking the other sub-automaton if it can match any that are labelled by interaction moves. Therefore, we need to encode every game automata as two functions: one of type State → 2 (State×Move) for when it is in control and one of type State × Move → 2 State for when it is not.
is in control so first we follow its 'run' move. Then its body makes the interaction move 'run x' so we ask the k automaton if it can make a move from its initial state labelled by 'run' (because the λ un-tags 'x'). Then k is in control and we ask what transition it can make, there is only one (k) and it is an interaction move so we ask (λx.x + 1) if it has a transition labelled k, which it has, and so regains control. Then finally there is only one transition possible which returns the move 'k+1'.
Example 6 newint x := k in (λy.y * y)(x := !x + 1; x). The interesting application in this term is of newint x := k to the rest (recall from Sect. 2 that a new-expression is an application when expressed in the underlying functional notation). The automaton of newint x := k starts in a state that records that the value of x is k then runs the body. Control stays in the body except where x is read or written. Therefore, the interaction moves in the composite automata are these (1) a read of x returning the move k; (2) a write of k + 1 to x; (3) a read of x for the LHS of * ; (4) a read of x; (5) a write of k + 2 to x; and(6) a read of x for the RHS of * . Then the body return move is (k + 1) * (k + 2); this is also an interaction move which the newint x := k automaton copies out as its return move and the final move in the model.
Laziness
By laziness in model checking we mean tracing parts of the model as they are demanded by the state space exploration algorithm. This reduces the space overhead for large models because only visited states, and the moves needed for counterexample certification or for abstraction refinement, are stored. When the program has errors which the abstraction is detailed enough to reveal, laziness also has the benefit that counterexamples can be certified as they are met so there can also be a big time saving.
The efficient symbolic automata developed in the previous section are almost ready to support laziness. The important consideration for implementation is that the next-transitions automaton encoding must produce its result lazily-i.e. transitions can be produced one at a time, without performing any computation pertinent only to transitions other than the one produced. This is important because game models often have very high branching degrees, so using an eager nexttransition function lazily (i.e. only considering one state at a time but considering all its transitions together) would often perform much worse than true laziness.
To make this explicit in the definition, we number the outgoing transitions of each state from 0 up to the number of transitions minus one. The states of lazy automata for constants are the symbolic automata states paired with transition numbers, and the states of composite lazy automata are the pairs of the states of the sub-(lazy)-automata, paired with transition numbers. Thus the lazy automaton next-transition function for constants is derived from the symbolic version according to the following equation. The transition order in the lazy version is fixed but arbitrary.
For composite terms, it is built from the lazy next functions of the sub-terms in the obvious way. Now we present a search procedure for lazy symbolic models. Figure 7 defines a search procedure for lazy symbolic models. The idea is that the user defines a program abstraction, builds the corresponding lazy next function and starts the search with lazy-search(next, {( , ( 0 , 0))}, ∅). That is, initially no states have been visited and the frontier contains the empty trace paired with the initial state. The initial state specifies that the first transition is to be searched first. After this, the Fig. 7 presentation is non-deterministic in that both the next state after the first transition and the state at the start of the second transition are added to the frontier. A DFS can be forced by prioritizing the former and a BFS by prioritizing the latter. When the search finds an abort move it returns its entire state (the counterexample trace, frontier and visited sets). The user program can then analyse the counterexample and generate refinements if appropriate. The user can then choose whether to continue searching in the current model, or begin searching one of the refined models.
Reducing refinement iterations
A trace leading to an error move can be accepted as genuine proof of unsafety when all the values in its moves are exact (not ranges) because then it is also a trace in the precise model. However, using this as the criterion can often result in many iterations.
Mage uses a test that accepts traces with approximate symbols when the approximation does not cause nondeterminism in the approximated automaton for transitions that are deterministic in the precise version. This test is a check of whether the trace is deterministic in the sense of Definition 4. The aim of this check is to spare the need for an expensive SAT test, commonly used in other verification systems. Note that the determinism check is only valid for verification based on data approximation-in particular, it does not apply to the popular predicate abstraction based systems.
Example 7
The model of the term e : exp int newint x := e in if (x < 1,000,000 or x > 1,000) then skip else abort has no paths to abort as soon as the abstraction of x is precise enough to contain no values that are both <1,000 and >1,000,000. When there are such values the model does contain traces to abort, but they are all non-deterministic because there must also be traces that follow the skip branch.
Another way to reduce the iteration count is by a careful choice of refinement heuristics. In general, our research suggests that it is better to only increase the size of type abstractions by one at each refinement iteration. Introducing more divisions in the hope of homing in on errors more quickly tends to make search slower; pruning would help but is difficult to achieve in the general case without causing refinement iteration cycles.
Therefore our basic refinement heuristic works by refining an abstract value (i, j) to (i, k) and (k + 1, j). It is better to have k close to i when low values are more likely to reveal errors and close to j for high-value errors. We do no analysis to choose a best value for k in such splits. But we do use the heuristic that when i and j are both finite then k should be the mid-point so error values can be found in a logarithmic number of iterations and a minimal expansion of the abstract type size. For unbounded abstract values, introducing a small bounded range often reveals errors quickly where they are data independent (i.e. when any concrete value will suffice). When particular concrete values are needed to reveal errors the heuristic is that smaller values are more likely. Therefore, we use k = 0 if i ≤ 0 and j > 0. And we use k = i + 2 n − 1 if i > 0 and j = ∞, using a suitable modest (but not too small!) natural n. And similarly, k = j − (2 n − 1) if i = −∞ and j ≤ 0.
Example 8 With our heuristic, the term e : exp int newint x := e in if (x < 1,000,000 or x > 1,000) then skip else abort is provably safe after only six refinement iterations.
Results
Now we compare our game-based verification tools and a non-compositional tool on a larger, more realistic, problem.
Mage [3] is our most recent tool and incorporates all the concepts explained in previous sections. It is a stand-alone tool implemented in Haskell.
GameChecker [8] is our previous tool. It was the first game-based verification system with data abstraction and CEGAR. But it does not feature the concepts explained in the preceding parts of this section. It is implemented in Java. It works by building the game model for a given abstraction, compiling it into a CSP process, checking safety with FDR [26] 2 and then analysing the FDR output to produce an answer (safe or unsafe) or an abstraction-refinement.
Blast [17] is a very powerful software verification tool for C programs, developed out of work on predicate abstraction. We use it to show how the game-based tools contrast with what we consider the leading contemporary noncompositional approach. Blast also performs a CEGAR procedure and it uses an external theorem prover.
The reader should bear in mind that this example compares our data abstraction tools with a predicate abstraction tool (because this is where the current emphasis in software model checking is placed). The differing capabilities of data abstraction and predicate abstraction should, and do, mean that depending on the example one will usually outperform the other. Therefore, our practical result is a demonstration that our compositional data-abstraction tools are not at a consistent disadvantage in comparison to other approaches. The stack is implemented as a fixed-size array of k elements (which we can vary). The push in this ADT calls oflo if the stack is full and the pop calls uflo if the stack is empty.
Model checking the stack exercises all possible combinations of push and pop, revealing the contexts that lead to oflo and uflo. Tables1 and 2 show the time taken by the three tools to find such situations.
Mage. Calls to uflo are found almost immediately for any k. This demonstrates the benefit of laziness: as one pop on the starting empty stack causes uflo, the fault is revealed by a short deterministic error trace in the refined model, and this trace is found early in the lazy-search.
Calls to oflo are found in O(log(k)) iterations. This is because it is necessary to refine the top variable enough to be deterministic for all buffer array indices. But it is not really necessary to refine the input supplying the pushed values to reveal the fault. This demonstrates the benefit of the refinement heuristics. Because the counterexample trace is a series of k + 1 pushes the laziness does not help, but because the sufficiently-refined model is quite large the symbolic technique is key to achieving these verification times.
GameChecker. The search for uflo takes few iterations, but increasing and long times. As for Mage, few iterations because the shortest counterexample 'pop empty' is independent of both buffer size and stacked data. But the long times are simply a result of no laziness: the whole stack model gets very large as k grows, and it is all built before the search begins.
The call to oflo is found in a linear number of iterations. This happens because the refinement heuristic replaces an abstract value (i, j) by (i, i) and (i + 1, j) so to fully eliminate the nondeterminism for all array indexes takes a linear number of iterations. The slower times here are due more to the lack of symbolic modelling.
Blast. The call to uflo is found quickly for any k, similar to Mage. This shows a situation where lazy data abstraction and lazy predicate abstraction have similar performance (building a few paths in a model vs testing the reachability of a few paths).
The call to oflo is found in a linear number of iterations. The comparison with GameChecker suggests that the predicate-abstracted models must remain fairly small as the precision is increased whereas the data-abstracted models grow a lot. Comparison with Mage suggests again that the predicate-abstracted models are smaller and quicker to check than symbolic data-abstracted models because the Blast iteration times become lower than the Mage iterations. However, the logarithmic iteration count produced by the Mage refinement heuristics more than compensates for this effect, resulting in much greater verification power on this problem. The overall conclusion is that the Blast approach may benefit from using different refinement heuristics on this type of problem and the Mage approach could benefit if predicateabstracted models can be used in the game-based style.
Conclusions and related work
In this paper, we extended the applicability of game-based software model checking by a data-abstraction refinement procedure which applies to open program fragments which can contain infinite integer types, and which is guaranteed to discover an error if it exists. The procedure is made possible, and it was justified by a firm theoretical framework. A prototype tool implementing the procedure was described. It has been tested on a variety of academic examples.
Possibilities for future work include extensions to programs with concurrency [14] , recursion and higher-order procedures [20] , as well as to abstractions by arbitrary predicates. The goal is a tool which uses game semantics to achieve compositional verification of practical programs.
The pioneering applications of game models to program analysis were by Hankin and Malacaria [23] , who also use nondeterminism as a form of abstraction. Their abstraction techniques apply to higher-order constructs rather than just data, by forgetting certain information used in constructing the game models (the justification pointers). It is an interesting question whether this style of abstraction can be iteratively refined. The first applications of game-semantic models to model checking were by Ghica and McCusker [12] . The latter line of research was further pursued as part of the Algorithmic Game Semantics research programme at the University of Oxford [1] , and by Dimovski and Lazić [9] .
